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Concepts of Designing
and Planning a
Communications
Infrastructure and optional
planning units for internal
and external networks
This certificate is aimed at experienced cable installers

looking to enhance their promotion prospects or move

into telecoms infrastructure planning roles. This course

is also ideal for those looking at project management

within the telecoms sector who will have to work with or

control designed network plans. The Level 3 Certificate

in Designing and Planning Communications Networks

combines the study of current telecommunications and

computer networks, planning and project management.

The core unit C&G 3667-03 301 must be completed

in addition to one of the optional  units of

Unit 302 Internal Networks, Unit 303 External

Overhead Networks and Unit 304 External

Underground Networks to achieve the full

level 3 award.

CITY & GUILDS 3667-03 Units 301, 302, 303, 304
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Level 3 Certificate in Designing and Planning Communications Networks 

UNIT 301
As an infrastructure planner you will have to
balance technical design with costs and
customer needs. Your design will have
implications to the installers and asset
management. Successful planning will make a
business or team more efficient and cost
effective. Your network costing’s and lead
times are very important as part of the
business case and contract bidding process.
Good planning is also required for network and
product warranties. This unit also covers
preliminary surveys which can satisfy a
business case for new or network upgrades.

There are 6 outcomes to this unit:
1. Understand terms and definitions and the
different types of communication
infrastructures

2. Explain the principles of planning and its
importance to its drivers

3. Explain the importance of 3rd party issues
and the different types of survey and discuss
the importance of assured pathways/routes

4. Discuss the relevance of the Operator
license, other legislative requirements and
Codes of Practice

5. Interpret a customer need in terms of an
engineering scope of works and gather the
appropriate information 

6. Use Project Management tools and
techniques to support the provision of a
network infrastructure in a range of
environments. Produce documentation for
recording infrastructure

UNIT 302
(you must successfully complete the core Unit 301
to be awarded this unit)

Design and plan for an internal network
cabling infrastructure.

This unit will cover the preliminary and
detailed surveys required to plan an internal
telecommunications network. Your design will
have to cater for multiple telecoms services
without interfering with other utilities.  You will
be required to use building and floor plans,
adapt them as required and generate new
plans with your survey details. You will produce
accurate GANTT and PERT charts as part of
your overall submission along with all of the
required records covering backbone and
horizontal cabling, telecoms outlets, floor
distributors, pathways and voice block wiring
solutions. You will also have to apply the
relevant industry standards to your design and
use these standards as an authority.

There are 5 outcomes to this unit:
1. Prepare for and carry out a site survey for
the provision of an internal Networking
Cabling Infrastructure (NCI)

2. Identify a range of options for the provision
of internal NCI services and select the
optimum routes

3. Produce designs for the provision of an
internal NCI

4. Produce detailed plans for an internal NCI

5. Coordinate the provision of an internal NCI 

UNIT 303
Design and plan for an external overhead
network cabling infrastructure (you must
successfully complete the core Unit 301 to
be awarded this unit).

This unit will provide the learner with the
basic principles needed to plan an external
overhead cable route. Learners will be able to
develop an understanding of how external
communications infrastructures are specified,
planned and provided. Overhead poles in
telecommunications networks are still a viable
means of network service delivery. Relatively
cheap and easy to install they can quickly
expand any network or give it increased
flexibility. There are also a number of
downsides to overhead networks so knowing
when and where you can use them is essential.
You will look at pole types and the kind of
ground where they are required. How they are
integrated into existing infrastructure,
avoidance from power lines, aesthetics and
costs.

There are 5 learning outcomes to this unit.
The learner will be able to:
1. Prepare for and carry out a site survey for
the provision of an external overhead
telecoms infrastructure

2. Produce preliminary designs for the
provision of an external overhead
communications cabling infrastructure and
select the optimum solution

3. Produce a design for the provision of an
external overhead communications cabling
infrastructure

4. Produce detailed plans for an external
overhead communications cabling
infrastructure

5. Determine the workflow activities for the
provision of an external overhead
communications cabling infrastructure.
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UNIT 304
Design and plan for an external underground
Network Cabling Infrastructure (you must
successfully complete the core Unit 301 to
be awarded this unit).

This unit will provide the learner with the basic
principles needed to plan an underground
cable route. Learners will be able to develop an
understanding of how an external,
underground, communications infrastructure is
specified, planned and provided. All new builds
particularly in housing will ideally require an
underground network, but should this be
directly buried or within a ducted system.
What about chambers and turning pits. What
type of frame and covers are required for
pathways or roads. Ultimately will your
network be accepted by BT or other network
provider? If not your new housing estate will
only be connected to the existing network with
lengthy and expensive delays. 

There are 5 outcomes to this unit.
The learner will be able to:
1. Prepare for and carry out a preliminary site
survey for the provision of an external
underground telecoms infrastructure

2. Produce preliminary designs for the
provision of an external underground
communications cabling infrastructure and
select the optimum solution

3. Produce a design for the provision of an
external underground communications
cabling infrastructure

4. Produce detailed plans for an external
underground communications cabling
infrastructure

5. Determine the workflow activities for the
provision of an external underground
communications cabling infrastructure


